INTRODUCTION
Let g,, be a real Lie algebra, g = go 8 w C the complexilkation of g,, and r the conjugation of g with respect to g,,.
A CR-structure on g,, is a complex subalgebra q of g such that q n q = (0) (q = rq). Two CR-structures q, and q2 will be said to be equivalent if there is (r E Aut g such that or = ZQ and aq, = q2. Given a CR-structure q, g can be written as a direct sum g = q 0 q $ V of vector spaces where Y = @J= i CXi, Xi, . . . . X, E g,,. The integer r is called the real codimension of the CR-structure.
The set #Z = Re q of the real parts of elements of q is a vector subspace of go and for any XE fi there is only one YE fi such that X+ iYE q; X-P JX= -Y is an endomorphism J: b + fi which satisfies 5' = -id. Moreover as q is an algebra one has [ Conversely a vector subspace b endowed with an endomorphism J: fi + p satisfying the above properties defines a CR-structure q = {X-iJX: XE #}. CR-structures on real Lie algebras correspond to CR-Lie groups (i.e., to real Lie groups endowed with a structure of CR-manifold such that left translations are CR-maps [ 1, 2, 9] , In particular when r = 0 we obtain the left invariant complex structures on a real Lie group considered by D. Snow in [6] . Given a CR-structure q on go, # is a (real) subalgebra if and only if [q, q] c q + q. In that case q will be said to be 1. PRELIMINARIES 1. Let q be a CR-structure on go and g = q 0 q @ V. Then g = g,, + q: and therefore as observed in the introduction the first step in studying CR-structures on go is to analyze all possible decompositions g,, = g,, + 9, 9 a complex subalgebra.
In order to state the main result of Malysev [S] which is crucial for our purposes we need some preliminary considerations.
Let go be a real semisimple Lie algebra lj, a Cartan subalgebra (CSA) of go and go = Yo@ ^v;, a Cartan decomposition such that ho = h,@ lj,, h=bon% h=bon% h and lj, are respectively the toroidal part and the vector part of ho.
Then ilj,@lj, is a real form of lj = hoOR C; in particular every root a is real on iE), 0 h, [4] . ho is called maximally compact (m.c.) if h, is a CSA of ho and compact if lj, = ho. In particular, any CSA is compact whenever go is compact.
Furthermore, if d = d(h) denotes the set of the roots of g corresponding to h, we have that ho is m.c. if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) h, contains a regular element Ho (i.e., @(Ho) # 0, Va E A) (2) there is a system A+ of positive roots such that ?A+ = A- [lo] .
One important class of algebras for which m.c. CSA are compact is provided by semisimple Lie algebras of the first category (category I). In these algebras the involution T+ V + T -V determined by a Cartan decomposition is an inner automorphism [4] .
It has been proved [7, 53 that the real simple Lie algebras of category I corresponds to the real forms of the simple complex Lie algebras with the exception of sl(n+ 1, R), n>2, su*(2n), n>2, so(p, 2n-p), p odd and n 3 4.
Then, for semisimple Lie algebra of the category I we have that:
(3) r operates on A like -id@,= (0)) (4) gMa = fi, (ga = root space of a).
2. Let us suppose that go is semisimple and let ho be a CSA of go and A the set of roots corresponding to lj = ho @ R C.
Let S= {x1, . . . . a,> be a simple system of roots corresponding to a fixed ordering on A and for a E A write a = cj= 1 nj(a)aj, nj(a) E Z.
Given a subset @ c S let here y* denotes the semisimple part of P'& n go (of category I, too) and " @ " means direct sum of Lie algebras [ 51.
For an arbitrary Lie algebra 2 we denote by Zy and a(g) respectively the semisimple part and the center of P'. THEOREM (Malysev). Let go be reductive and go,y of category I and let g = go + Y, where 9 is a complex Lie subalgebra. Then up to automorphism of g induced by inner automorphisms of go, 9 has one of the following forms:
where a+?i=Z(g)@B, (ii) Z=a@gy, where a + 6 = b(g).
Remark. a 0 Sp, in (i) and " 0 " in (ii) are direct sums of the Lie algebras.
3. We end this section by recalling some well-known results that we will use later. Finally we recall that any parabolic subalgebra of g contains a z-stable CSA [lo, th. 2.6).
TORSION OF A CR-STRUCTURE
1. Let go be a real Lie algebra and g = go 0 Iw C. From now on we will restruct ourselves to CR-structures q of real codimension 1 on g,, in such a way that we have g = q 0 q 0 CX, XE g,,.
For any such X let us consider the subalgebras q: = {q, X>, 4 = q: n q: and let ti(X) = dim, q: n q. LEMMA 2.1. q induces a CR-structure of real codimension 1 on 9, n go and t,(X)=$(dimc$-1).
Moreover tI(X)=O iff q:=q@@X.
Proof: One has q: nq= 'ZJ, nq; thus we have to prove that 4 = (%nq)O(%nn)O@X.
Consider U=Q,+Q,+HE~,, where Q,, Q,Eq, IE@. Then U, Q, + HE q: and consequently Q2 E q? n ij = %i n q. It follows that X, U, Q*E~: and therefore Ql ~3~ n q. Now assume t,(X)=O; then q:nij= (0). If Y=Q,+Q,+UE~F one has Q2= Y-Q1-X~q:
and consequently Q,~qFnij=
The integer t, = min, tl(X) (here XE go and g = q 0 q 0 CX) is called torsion and the CR-structure q is said to be without torsion whenever tl = 0. Assume X is an element for which t,(X) = t, and let '?& be the corresponding algebra q: n q:.
Given YE 4 n go, where g=q+q+@Y consider qi=gngi,, q;= {q,, Y}, y'z = q: n qt, tz( Y) = dim, q: n qf and let t2 = min tz( Y). This gives rise to a family of "chains of torsion" where at each step j, tj(X,), tj(X,), . . . . takes the minimum. Such chains of torsion are different from each other except for t, (since they depend on the choice of 4) but they form a family which is an invariant of the CR-structure. LEMMA 2.3. Let tl > t2(X) > . . . be a chain of torsion and suppose that tj+ 1(X) = tj(X) for some j. Then the chain is stable starting from j.
Proof: We have dim, (qT+ 1 n qT+ , ) = dim c (q,? n q,? ) and therefore qj'+, = {q n q; n qF*, X}. It follows that qT+ 2 = qj* and consequently that ?j+ 2(-U = cj(x)-I
As a consequence a chain of torsion is either constant or of the form where k 2 2.
Cl' tz(-v ' . . . > CJX) = tk+ l(X) = . . .) k is called the length of the chain. Now consider the chains of torsion for which tk(X) is minimum and among these we consider those of minimal length. Such a chain is called minimal and the integer tk = tk(X) is called the k-torsion of q.
We conclude this section by the following.
LEMMA 2.4. Zf go is reductive and of category I then for all j, q,? n q,? n go is reductive and of category I.
Proof
We apply the theorem of Malysev to the decomposition g = go + q?. Then q? has one of the forms: q? = q @ gyp) q,?' = q @ 9@ @ 9'; (Section 1) so that q,* n q,* = (q n ij) @ gy, qj* n ij,? = (q n ij) 0 YG, respectively.
In both cases q,? n q: n go is reductive of category I (Section 1). 1
k-TORSION FREE CR-STRUCTURES
1. This section is entirely devoted to the proof of the main theorem on the classification of the CR-structures without k-torsion on g,,.
Let us recall that go is a reductive real Lie algebra with semisimple part goY of category I.
We denote by { ECL} a Weyl base of g = gOOrw C and by gt, = @E, the root space corresponding to 01 [4, 81. MAIN THEOREM. Let q be a CR-structure on g,, without k-torsion. Then (1) either the torsion t, is 0 or t, = 1 and t, = 0; (2) there exists a compact CSA b,, of go on which q induces a CR-structure; In particular q has no torsion except in the case HE q @ ij, H # 0.
We prove the theorem in a sequence of steps.
LEMMA 3.1. The statement is true whenever q has no torsion.
Proof. By hypothesis q,? = q Q CX, XE g,, (Section 2) and by virtue of the theorem of Malysev (Section 1) we have two possibilities for q::
where a+a=B,=(HEh:
(the construction of Y*, 9'; is made starting from a compact CSA ho, etc.) Part (A) cannot occur otherwise we would have (q = CX) n (ij + CA') = @ X = q n 4 + g9 which is impossible.
Thusq:=a+~~+8",,4:=a+~~+8,"(asg,,,isofcategoryI)and If a(qnb)#{O} for all a>0 then it follows that E, E q and so q = q n h + ?#', namely (i).
Assume on the contrary that p(q n h) = (0) for some ,u. Then I = (0) and f ,u are the only roots with this property. Moreover E, E q for a>O, a#p and E,+ H,,E~, for some H,E~J. It follows that [E, + H,, X] = -p(x) E, E q + C X, where p(X) # 0, and consequently that E, + LYE q for some il E Iw (namely if 1= 1 AI eie then q is equivalent to the CR-structure containing E, + 111 X). If 1# 0 then Ep q! q, E, + AXE q, p is a simple root (/J = a + a' would imply E,, E,. E q and by consequence E, E q) and (ii) of the Main Theorem holds with H = 1X This concludes the proof of the Main Theorem for CR-structures without torsion. i
For the proof in the general case we proceed by induction on dim. go observing that the case dim. go = 3 reduces to the previous one (we have dim, q = 1, t, = 0, 1, and t, = 1 cannot occur otherwise 4 = g and tj (X) = 1 for all j 2 1).
Thus let us suppose dim w go > 3 and let t i > t2(X) > . . . > tk(X) = 0 be a minimal chain.
As usual we take into consideration the possible decompositions (A), (B) of q f and one of the key points in our proof is the following. Proof: To reach a contradiction assume (A) holds true (and t, ZO). Then 59r = q n q + gY and a c q + ij. According to Lemma 2.1, ??i # g and q n 9i defines a CR-structure on 5t$ n go with k-torsion 0, so that we can apply the inductive hypothesis, i.e., there exists a-r-stable CSA ljY of gY such that if we set hi =q n q +hy then q nhi defines a CR-structure on 51 n!Jo, satisfying either (i) or (ii) (with respect to qn4 and hi). In particular there is Y~hi ngo such that hi = ( 
Then, according to qcq+g,,
(if Qeq, A=A+Z, AE~, ZEg, then Q=A+b+z-A~F?i+fi, etc.). Let us denote by 9 the second summand on the right hand of (2) . In what follows we will prove that 9 = (0) and from this we will obtain that 4 = g, a contradiction.
Owing to (A) we have X=C+ V, where CEanii, VEg,c {q, C+ V} and V#O (otherwise XeZ(go) and tl(X) =O). It follows that g = qOiflO@ K (9, v> c (9, x> and therefore ti( V) = ti(X) = t,, 9, = %i( V) the algebra {q, V} n {ij, P}.
Thus we may take XE gyp. Suppose that (ii) of the Main Theorem holds for the CR-structure q n 9i on 9, n go and let QE~, Q = U+A+ AX, Ueijn4, Aeq.
Then
CC qnt)'l cqn4= (0) (3) and, owing to (ii) we deduce that UEijnb;+@(E-,+H+qH), where H~lj;nlj;, VE@.
(4)
We combine (A), (2), (4), (ii) (for qn3,) to obtain +ijnIj,+ij+@E-,+CX
Equation (5) yields a contradiction if dim. g9 > 3. Indeed, in that case g9 must contain the spaces of two negative roots at least; hence q n 4 contains one of these spaces which is impossible by virtue of the induction hypothesis and (ii).
Thus, in order to end our proof we have just to show that (A) and dim. g9 = 3 give again a contradiction.
To do that let g9 = @E,+@E-,+CX,
where X=i If p#O then q must contain Q,=E,+H+ijX=(&R)/p, Q2= (l/p)(A+K+1X)+E,+H+?X and hence Q,-Q1 = (llp)(A+K+lX)~ q + 4. It follows that 1= 0 and which is absurd as iA'-qp(X)E, -ijp(X)E, # 0.
Assume that p = 0 for all Q. Then (q A 4 + Ft + CX) n q = (ii n lj; + 6 + CX) n q and consequently q c q n 4 + lj and qf c {qn%,X)+b.
If q:=a+g, we also have {qn~,,,X}=SZ$+g,, g1 c 9"(5$) owing to Malysev theorem. By iteration we would then obtain {qn%,X}=%+g,,
etc., and this shows that the k-torsion cannot be zero.
So, we can conclude taht 9 = (0) when (ii) holds for q n 4 (and the same proof works for (i)). This proves the lemma. 1 According to Lemma 3.2, q: has the following form (B): q: = a+9g,+9;.
Consider now the algebra 9&= B,+Y@ (here a+5= %0(g)@ B,); 9& # g is r-stable and 9; n g, is of category I. LEMMA 3.3. q induces on 9: n g,, a CR-structure with k-torsion 0.
Proof. Let X give a minimal chain of torsion for q. As XE go, it has no component in 9':; hence XE a n 6 + Ye and XE 9'; n g,,. Thus, to prove the lemma it is enough to show that a+Y*c qnP',+ljnY",+ @A'. In order to do that take A + 2, A E a, Z E Sp, and write A + Z = Q, + Qz + KY, Ql, Q2Eq,  1~@. Then &~~nqf=ijnqfnij4:cijn8', (this last inclusion is a consequence of the fact that if A + Z + PE qf' n q: and A E a, ZEN*, PEB", then P=O). It follows that Q,EqnB',.
1
Thus, we may apply the inductive hypothesis to 9&n go, i.e., there is a z-stable CSA 5 c 9'; such that q induces on 5 n (9; n g,,) a CR-structure satisfying either (i) or (ii) and, owing to Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, we may also assume 5 = h, the CSA introduced in Lemma 3.2(l). In particular root spaces of 9'& are root spaces of g. Put h' = h n q + h n q. Then we have LEMMA 3.4. [q, I$] c q.
Proof: Equation (2) and Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 imply q=qnP',+b; (6) moreover for 9&n q and tj either (i) or (ii) hold; in particular q c 9'; + S$., q c 9; + 9;", and [9> n ij, I$] c 9; n 9.
Thus we just have to show that [22, h'] c q.
In order to that we first observe that if E, E 9% then there is S + AX such that S~P)l,nq, AEC, and E,+S+AXEq (for, if E,=Q,+&+M, Q,, Q2Eq, AE@, and Cjz=P,P,, P,E.Y',nq, P,E.c?;~ then E,= Q2 + P, + P, + IX and consequently P, = 0, E, -P, -LX' E 9, P, E P&, n q). It follows [E, + S+ AX, q n h] c q and according to (7) Since [S, h n q] c [S, h'] c Pl, n q we also have Aq( q n h) X c q + q and by consequence w?') = {Ol?
v(H)S+ cs HI = {O}, VHEt)nq.
Now write S = C,, @, m a E, + K, KE h and apply (9) . We obtain c aE9'mC(a(H)EOL=~(H)(CIE~rmCL E,)+q(H)K for all HEt)nq and from this it follows that either K=O or q(I)')= (0). Moreover m,(a(H) -q(H)) = 0 for all HE h n q, tl E @'. Thus if q(l)') = (0) we have Sebnij while if q(h')# (0) we obtain K=O, S=CorEG,m,E,; moreover a(H) = v(H) for all HE h' whenever m, # 0.
The conclusion now easily follows from (8). 1
Remark. In particular 22 is generated by elements of the form E,+S+iX, where SE.Y",nij, AIZ@ and A=0 if q(t)')# (0).
The next lemma gives part of the Main Theorem. Prooj q = q n P& + 22 and (according to the inductive hypothesis) qn~',=qnb+C,.~r,.,o ga. Moreover in our hypothesis 2 is generated by elements E, + S, where E, E Ss, S = C,, Or morEar (where either m, = 0 or a = q on h') and if m, # 0, E-, E q n Pk. It follows that [E, + S, E-J E q and consequently for p E @,, ma # 0 we obtain CE, + S, E-,1 = CE,, E-J + 1 maCEor, E-J E q. Proof. Put Q=Q1+Qz, where Q,eP&nq, Q2~-?!? (6) and assume gp c 9;. Then owing to (lo), Q, does not contain E-, and Q, is a linear combination of elements E,, + S, + AX, where S, E Y$ n ij, 3, E C.
If S, contains E-, then q(H) = -p(H) = 0 for all HE lj' (Lemma 3.4) which is impossible as g,, c 9;.
The same argument applies if gp c 9:. 1
Given a root a # f,~ let us introduce the subspace goL+ = CkeZ gawk,, and set gO,ll=h+gr+g-c.
As it is well known, dim, ga,a, ~4 [8, Cor. 4.3.121. Furthermore, in our situation as a consequence of Lemma 3.4 one has 9 9a,,nq+9a,,n4~ U,P = Assuming for the moment this lemma we can conclude rapidly the proof of the Main Theorem. Indeed, according to (12), Lemma 3.6, and Lemma 3.7 we have for q and 9 the following
, CrEA where n~d, H=REI) ( (10) We outline the proof just in the case when dim. ga,r = 4 and to do so we have to distinguish different cases, i.e., Z(V) = 1, 2, 3. If Z(V) = 1 then V is (multiple of) one of the following vectors:
Nor-~p-l~p,pNa-pp,p E or-(p-2)/1
If 1(V) = 2 then V must satisfy the following conditions 
and ga+ n q contains also the vector 
We have to show that dim. grx,P n q = 4. Assume, to reach a contradiction, that dim, gol,r n q = 2. Then there is V such that 1(V) = 2 (for if Vi, v* E Sa,p n q) are independent, then I( VI + V,) = 2) and g,x,P n q contains V, W (15). Analogously, g-a,p n q contains two independent vectors V*, W*. In particular [I/*, W* ] E q and imposing that the coefficient of E-, must vanish (Lemma 3.6) and using (13), (14) we obtain that either W= 0 or W* = 0, a contradiction.
If dim, ga,+n q = 3, then ga,@ n q contains V, W, Z (17) and g-or,a n q = C V, 1( V*) = 1 so that V* must satisfy similar conditions as (a)-(d) above. We again obtain a contradiction by studying separately different cases. Finally the case dim, gel+ n q = 1 reduces to the first case because of (11). 1
The proof of the Main Theorem is now complete.
Remark. When (ii) holds, then p is necessarily a simple root. 4 . FINAL REMARKS 1. Let us suppose that go is of compact type and q is a solvable CR-structure (i.e., q is a solvable subalgebra of g = go @JR C). Then q is contained in a Bore1 subalgebra 23 = h 0 (@ a, 0 gol) and 23 + !B = g. and by consequence Q, + IE, E 23 n b = h c q + q, It follows 1E, E q + q and from this E, E q + q, a contradiction.
Therefore we can take Z = U + I'VE b\q + ij, where U E I)\q + q and the lemma follows with X= U. 1
Thus g = q @ 4 @ @X, where XE ho. Moreover, for any positive root a there exists H,Eijnb+CX such that E,+H,cq and $=Ijnq+bn q+Q=X (for if HEI) we have H=Q,+Q,+AX, Ql=c,,,a,H,+H,, &=Ca>ob-aE-rx+Hz, H,, Hz~b,...). Finally, if KE q n h and a > 0 either [E, + H,, K] E q and therefore E,Eq or a(qnb)={Ol and a(b') = (0). In the first case q = qn~+Lo~,~ in the second one q=qn$+Ca,o,.zrg.+@(E,+H,), where ,u is the unique (simple) root which vanishes identically on h'. As H, = K, + 1X where K,, E 4 n h, when I # 0 in the previous formula we can replace H,, by Y = X+ (l/n) K, + (l/x) K, so that q is without torsion. If on the contrary 1=0 then H,=K,Eqnf), q+ij=qnI,)+qnt)+C,,,g,, q:={q,x}=q+@x+a=E,, $=q:nq:
is abelian and '31=qn%l+ ijnG,+CX, where qn$=CB,.
In particular ti(X) = 1 and Yi is without torsion.
Thus we have proved the following THEOREM 4.2. A solvable CR-structure on a Lie algebra g of compact type is either torsion free or t, = 1, t, = 0.
2. The theorem on classification proved in Section 3 allows us to give an effective construction of "Moduli space" for CR-structure. For the sake of simplicity we call of type I (respectively of type II) those CR-structures for which (i) (respectively (ii)) of the Main Theorem holds.
According to this theorem in order to define a CR-structure on g,, we must (1) fix a compact CSA ho of g0,y (the semisimple part of g,); lj, is unique up to inner automorphisms;
(2) to pick a system S of simple roots (which is unique up to the action of Weyl group). Two different points ti, <2~ D can determine two equivalent CR-structures: this can occur if and only if there is o~Aut(g) satisfying oh = lj, aS = S, 06 = Vz (V, c h, Vz c h corresponds to 11, cz, respectively), i.e., g E a(S), where a(S) is the group of the automorphisms of the Dynkin diagram of S.
It follows that if go is semisimple the Moduli space is given by D/%(S). In the general case, namely when go is reductive with center ZZO we have to divide D by B(S) x GL(b, [w).
3. For CR-structures of type II we must fix a simple root p, a complex structure Y on ker p and a vector H = X+ N + R in ho, where X= -i[E,, ,!?,I, N+ RE ker ,U n I$,. The corresponding CR-structure is then q = 9' + x,, ,,@ +,, go, + C(E, + H). If we replace H by H'= LY, where [A[ = 1 then the corresponding CR-structure q' is equivalent to q by an automorphism IT defined
